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1. Introduction 

1.1. Specific aims 
For certain patients suffering from heart disease, the irregular rhythm of cardiac contractions can be 

caused by an ectopic focus in the atrium, leading to an atrial tachycardia. An examination of the surface 

electrocardiograms can reveal characteristics and features that are specific to this problem. Currently, 

patients that are thought of suffering from an ectopic focus in the atrium are referred to a more invasive 

diagnostic where intra-cardiac electrocardiograms are recorded. Such an invasive diagnostic procedure 

also provides the physician with the ability to perform an intervention. While the problem can be well 

diagnosed with current techniques, its intervention can become challenging for the physician. One of the 

difficult problems with the intervention consists in localizing the region of the heart where the ectopic 

focus resides. Once localized, the ectopic focus is ablated with a strong radio-frequency current. 

 

The purpose of the study is to develop signal processing techniques aiming at localizing the ectopic focus 

that resides in the malfunctioning region of the heart. The methods aim at accurately identifying the 

ectopic focus while minimizing the number of measurements. For this purpose, we used records of intra-

cardiac catheters from patients who were thought of suffering from atrial tachycardia. The records had 

been previously produced during an intervention and thus represent actual data that was previously used 

to treat patients. 

 
1.2. Background and significance 

At the beginning of the study, it was thought that the intra-cardiac catheter records could provide an 

accurate yet untapped source of information for localizing the ectopic focus. Since the records were 

readily available from patients, it would become possible to mine these signals to uncover important 

information that had not been previously used. 

 

At the moment, the most common technique to localize the ectopic focus consists in finding the region of 

earliest timing with respect to a stable reference. The reference can be another intra-cardiac channel or a 

surface channel. The timing difference between the intra-cardiac catheter and a fixed reference is 

calculated and this data is accumulated in a CARTO system. The CARTO system accumulates the EKG 

records with the different timing information and the position of the probing catheter. The CARTO system 

creates a 3D map of the heart with the accumulated signals and some pre-configured physiological 

information. 

 

This method suffers from several disadvantages. First, the intra-cardiac catheter must probe a significant 

portion of the atrium or ventricle before being able to localize the ectopic focus. Probing a large region of 

the heart is time consuming and thus can complicate the procedure. Second, the physician does not 

receive any information on the possible locations of the ectopic focus in relation to the current location of 

the intra-cardiac catheter besides the timing difference with respect to the reference. A sense of 
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directionality would be useful for a physician attempting to localize the ectopic focus. Third, the timing 

information does not provide any information on how close the focus is in comparison with the actual 

position of the probing intra-cardiac catheter. 

 

This project aims at enhancing the use of the information gathered by the intra-cardiac and exploring 

several algorithms to estimate the direction of the ectopic focus. The desired algorithm should provide a 

direction of the ectopic focus in the plane of reference and provide an estimate of its distance in relation 

to the probing catheter. 

 

1.3. Overview of the project 
The project contained two phases. During the first phase, we explored signal processing techniques on 

signals acquired with the Prucka system. The Prucka system is an older system used during interventions 

to record electrocardiograms. A priori, working with the Prucka had the advantage that the 

electrocardiograms could be exported as large text files. However, the electrocardiograms offered no 

information on the position of the catheter, the type of intervention being performed or the medical 

condition of the patient. Due to this lack of information, we eventually tried to export the data from the 

Carto system. 

 

The second phase of the project was to explore digital signal processing techniques with the extracted 

information from the Carto system. As the data provided the location of the electrocardiogram, it was 

possible to identify the earliest time of activation to determine the location of the ectopic focus. This 

earliest time of activation was then compared against the developed signal processing techniques for 

accuracy. 

 

Before making the second phase possible, it was necessary to extract the data from the Carto system. 

The Carto system had backup CD’s that contained all the information of the patient gathered during the 

intervention, including electrocardiograms and the position information of the catheter and the reference. 

Since the manufacturer of the Carto system didn’t provide any specification on the type and format of the 

files on the CD, the information had to be manually extracted. 

 

 

2. Phase 1: Work on the PRUCKA system 
2.1. Introduction 

In this section we describe the work done on the GE Prucka system. During the intervention, the EKGs 

are typically recorded on both the Prucka and the Carto systems. As mentioned before, the Prucka and 

the Carto systems are the two systems that are used to diagnose and perform interventions for different 

heart conditions that require invasive procedures. Prior research done elsewhere suggested that the data 
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formats used by the Prucka system were not proprietary, as opposed to the Carto system. The Prucka 

system could export the electrocardiogram data as large text files, which were subsequently downloaded 

on a laptop attached to the system.  

 

During the intervention, several things can happen. The patient’s heart can be paced at a specific location 

within the heart with a known source while the external and internal cardiac activity is recorded. The time 

delay between the reference excitation, e.g. when a catheter picks up the excitation pulse from different 

parts of the heart is noted.  In general, the time interval will increase as we move away from the source of 

excitation. However, in case of patients with ectopic focus, the focus would seem to show a much shorter 

time difference than the distance from the reference catheter would suggest.  

 

It must be pointed out that the method used to identify such foci were based on mapping the timing 

information across a number of points across the heart and creating contours based on delay recorded 

with respect to the reference. Based on this contour chart the doctor is able to arrive at a reasonable 

estimate of the location of the focus. The estimate is only reasonable as it is as good as the granularity of 

the data points used to map the timing contours. As a result a larger area of the muscle tissue is ablated  

(burned) than required. So in order to improve the estimate more points of the heart are mapped and the 

procedure takes a long time.  

 

2.2. Data extraction 
The Prucka system captures different types of cardiac data that can be extracted in ASCII format. The 

data contains externally sensed EKG data as well as different intra-cardiac data are recorded.  Not all 

channels have useful data at all the times and not all the channels are used at all times. The sampling 

rate is 977 points/sec, much higher than the highest frequency component in the data. The detail of 

various recorded channels in its most extensive form is shown in the Table 2.2.1. EKG data is recorded 

on channels 1 to 12. Channels 13 to 28 record intra-cardiac data.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

# Channel # Channel # Channel # Channel 
1 I 8 V2 15 RA3,4 22 CS3,4 
2  II 9 V3 16 RA5,6 23 CS5,6 
3 III 10 V4 17 RA7,8 24 CS7,8 
4 aVR 11 V5 18 RA9,10 25 CS9,10 
5 aVL 12 V6 19 HIS d 26 ABL d 
6 aVF 13 ART 20 HIS p 27 ABL p 

 
Table 2.2.1: Prucka channels 
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Figure 2.2.1[a]: Sample of recorded channels 

 

 
Figure 2.2.1[b]: Sample of recorded channels 
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Figure 2.2.1[c]: Sample of recorded channels 
 

Figure 2.2[a], 2.2[b] and 2.2[c] show typical recorded data from various channels. The data is noisy and 

amplitude of the various cardiac signals is of the order of a few mV.   

It must be mentioned here that although extensive recording of data is done for each patient, a total 

absence of documentation and notes regarding the diagnosis, and nature of recordings rendered it 

impossible to determine any specific strategy pertaining to detecting ectopic focus. So we had to rely on 

general principles to move ahead. 

 
2.3. Basic Idea 

We used first principles to build a strategy to determine the location of the ectopic focus. The basic idea is 

shown in Figure 2.3.1 and Fig. 2.3.2.  We show a signal source (ectopic focus) that is at some arbitrary 

distance away from a set of receivers (catheter probes) that in turn have a fixed relationship to each 

other.  

Case1:  The source is far away from the receivers as shown in Figure 2.3.1. As the source is far away 

pulse shapes are expected to be similar. In absence of position information in 3-D space we would rely on 

the relative timing differences between the various received signals. The receiver that was closest to the 

wave front from the source would record activity earlier than the others. This can point us to the general 

direction of the source of activity. As a result we could reposition the receivers closer to the source. As 

long as we have a fixed relationship between the receivers we can arrive at the next position information 

from the current position and the relative timing differences. It must also be noted that in this case having 

more receivers between the two receivers shown will not provide any additional information for 

determining the next position. There is no way to distinguish between SOURCE1 and SOURCE1` or any 

source laying on the diameter (shown by the dotted line) of the circle (perpendicular to the page). 
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Figure 2.3.1: Source far away from the receiver 
 

Case2: Source is much closer. We have used the relative timing differences detailed in Case 1 to arrive 

at a configuration as shown in Figure 2.3.2. Here there are two cases: the first shown in the dotted line 

which is similar to Case1 except the Receivers are much closer to the source; the second is the solid 

quadrilateral area shown in the figure. In the latter case, having additional receivers between Receiver 1 

and Receiver 2 will allow us to confine our search to the quadrilateral region shown by the solid line in the 

figure. We can observe this condition whenever the timing delay for the Receiver 3 is less than either 

Receiver 1 or Receiver 2.  

 

Based on the above general discussion we decided to use the CS catheter for intra-cardiac signals. The 

CS catheter has 5 bipolar channels separated by a fixed linear spacing. The catheter is flexible to allow it 

to contact the heart muscle by following the contour of the heart shape. It allows us to use at least two 

probes that are necessary as per Case 1 and has an additional three probes between these two to allow 

us to direct the search to Case 2 when such circumstance may arise.  The intra-cardiac probes are 

bipolar to reduce the effect of noise in the measurement by rendering it common mode.  

 
As stated earlier one of the goals of this effort was to improve on localizing the ectopic focus. The 

problem would be creating a set of signal processing tools that would help us close on the focus once we 

have reached close enough. But how do we know that we have reached close enough? We start by 

looking at the relative timing information provided by the probes to direct our initial search for the aberrant 
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source. Once we reach a configuration similar to Case2 we would try three different techniques to try and 

improve on the estimation of the focus.  

 
 

D1 D2

SOURCE1

RECEIVER2 RECEIVER1

D1` D2`

SOURCE1`

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2.3.2: Source closer to the receiver 

 

 
Figure 2.3.3: Typical CS catheter waveforms 
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- Compare any one of the 12 EKG data channels to the CS channels and examine if we could 

extract either through timing information buried in the signals or through pulse shape clues to 

where the ectopic focus might be located.  The EKG is a response of the heart muscle 

aggregated over an area would be a reference while the local information would come from the 

CS probes. The hypothesis here is that under conditions of proximity the ectopic focus will affect 

some of the probes differently (not apparent to the naked eye as the signals amplitudes are very 

small) such that mapping a reference signal to the catheter probes would leave some signature in 

the mapping information.  

- Compare a pair of CS probes against one another to determine if the response shape changes as 

the catheter sweeps the heart surface. This would have us map CS12 to CS34, CS34 to CS56 

etc. and check if sudden weight changes (mapping information) between pairs might imply a 

proximity to the focus. This would then provide the operator with clues to direct his search more 

meaningfully. Here the working hypothesis was that under conditions of proximity the focus would 

affect some of the probes more significantly than others. This technique would look for localized 

aberrations in mapping data.  

- Finally we would also try and compare the CS catheter source that was the closest to the focus 

as a reference and map the other channels to it.  

 
2.4. Mapping 

We used adaptive filters to help us either establish or reject correlation between different probes of the 

CS data. The way we implemented this is shown in Figure 2.4.1.  

Let us assume that we wanted to establish mapping between CS12 and CS34. We would set the impulse 

response of the Filter 1 as CS12 and impulse response of Filter 2 as CS34. The LMS algorithm generates 

a set of weights that represent mapping coefficients betweens the two signals. The weight vector was 64 

wide in this case.  

 
 

 

Filter1 

Filter2 

Weights + 

-

Gaussian 
random 
Noise gen. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.4.1: Adaptive filters used to map channels  
 
Since most of these signals are periodic, one period of the set of CS data was extracted and used as the 

impulse response vector. MATLAB was used to implement this filter. It is shown in Figure 6.1.1 in the 

Appendix. To enable convergence mu was chosen to be 0.0001. 
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2.5. Patient 1 
 

Track # Description Start time End time 

1 pacing3 1:14:41PM 1:18:46PM 

2 pacingra2 1:14:41PM 11:15:54PM

 
Table 2.5.1: Patient 1 data set 

 
Figure 2.5.1: CS catheter and AVF waveforms for patient 1 

 
The CS catheter probe data indicates that channel CS56 is responding earlier than the other channels in 

the probe. It must be noted that the amplitude of the earliest responding probe is not the largest. The 

reason for this is believed to be a lack of good contact on the heart surface. This can be seen for CS78 

and CS910 also. It seems likely that one end of the probe was not in good contact with the heart as all the 

three channel amplitudes are attenuated compared to the CS12 and CS34.  

 

We attempted to derive correlations between different CS channels as also between CS channel and the 

AVF channel which is an external EKG signal. The weights represent the mapping coefficients that are 

shown in Figures 2.5.2, 2.5.3 and 2.5.4. 

 

From observation of the different waveforms it is pretty clear that the CS channels do not have much in 

common with the AVF. The magnitude of the weights is between ±0.01. On the other hand, CS56 signal 
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shows a good correlation to the CS34 and CS12. The weights clearly show that the CS34 is earlier than 

CS12, a fact that is directly observable from the Figure 2.5.3. CS56 correlation to CS78 and CS910 is 

weak. The reason is the low amplitude of these signals. It must be noted despite that the CS910 timing 

relative to CS56 is captured to some extent by the negative weight excursion.  

 

 
Figure 2.5.2: Mapping CS channels to AVF 

 

 
Figure 2.5.3: Mapping CS56 channel to CS12, CS34, CS78 and CS910  

 
Again there is a very weak relationship between pairs of channels.  
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Figure 2.5.4: Mapping CS channel pairs 
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2.6. Patient 2 
 
 

Track # Description Start time End time 

1 Cs pacing 10:21:52AM 10:28:50AM

2 abl d 1:16:23PM 1:17:59PM 

3 pacing rva 11:43:53AM 11:47:57AM

4 tachy 11:53:27AM 11:54:37AM

5 12-lead 11:25:17AM 11:28:38AM

6 12-lead more 11:28:38AM 11:28:56AM

7 110ms pre-his 11:28:38AM 11:28:56AM

 
Table 2.6.1: Patient 2 data set 

 

 
Figure 2.6.1: CS catheter and AVF waveforms for patient 2 
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Figure 2.6.2: CS channels mapped to AVF 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2.6.3: CS channels mapped to AVF 
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Figure 2.6.4: Pairs of CS channels are mapped 
 

Again the analysis of the data will show a very weak correlation between various channels as well as 

between CS channels and AVF.  

If we seek to establish commonalities between Patient 1 and Patient 2, nothing stands out from the 

mapping data. Even though the second patient has 7 recorded files all of them show CS910 to be closest 

to the source based on the reception of the timing signal. We were unable to compare both the patients 

under similar conditions. For patient 1, CS56 is closest and other probes are aligned in fixed relationship 

to the CS56. For patient 2, the probes linearly fall away from the source.  
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2.7. Problems and conclusions 
Based on the study of data from two patients we were unable to conclude in any meaningful way the 

source of the ectopic focus. While we zeroed on the CS channel data for the intra-cardiac input as the 

most promising for the reasons mentioned earlier, we tried other different channels like data from ablation 

channels etc. to help us in the localization of the ectopic focus. However, the results from these other 

sources were even more discouraging.  

 

1. The two patients we looked at almost had no similarities when we look at different mapping 

transformations we tried. This leads us to conclude that they could be suffering from different heart 

conditions that may or may not include presence of ectopic focus. The search algorithm in that case may 

not be correctly able to identify the source of the problem. The absence of any notes taken by the 

physician who performed the intervention made it impossible to pick suitable test data.  

2. Catheter contact with the heart surface is not good. It is possible that depending on the position of the 

catheter relative to the surface of the heart some of the 5 positions may provide not very reliable data. So 

pulse shapes used to map one waveform to next may not be result in a correct linear transformation 

vector. As a consequence relying on weight vectors to identify proximity to the ectopic focus area may not 

be entirely accurate. Other criteria that are independent of amplitude need to be developed that 

complement the transforms we have used in the study.  

3. A basic assumption in our strategy was to expect that the intra-cardiac data from one location would 

map linearly to another location close to the previous position. This may not be true as the heart muscles 

rely on a “threshold mechanism” to trigger and so may not have a linear relationship to each other.  
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3. Phase 2 – Recovering location of focus 

3.1. Introduction 
In this part, we use the data recovered from the Carto XP electro-anatomical mapping system to 

investigate the possibility of localizing the ectopic focus in a patient suffering from atrial tachycardia. This 

system was able to provide us catheter based intra-cardiac electrocardiograms with a three-dimensional 

vector of the position of the electrodes. 

 

The simplest algorithm that can recover the location of the focus is to use the timing information. The 

timing information can be used to search for the focus by recording the difference in timing between the 

moving catheter and a fixed reference. CartoXP can be configured to provide a three-dimensional map of 

the heart with timing information as a color-coded map. This information is currently used by electro-

physicians while performing the operation. 

 

A picture of the Carto XP system and example of the 3D-map that can be achieved are shown in the 

figures below. 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 3.1.1: CartoXP system and 3D maps 

 

This is the first method that we investigated and was conducted as a test to show that the data extracted 

from CartoXP could indeed reproduce results similar to the ones obtained with CartoXP. 

 

3.2. Extraction of data and preliminary results 
We obtain data from a patient suffering from atrial tachycardia. Since we were given relatively few details 

about the case, we used the electrocardiograms to investigate the situation of this patient. 

 

The data was provided on a CD-ROM and we extracted the information as explained in the previous 

section. This patient had been remapped incrementally three times during the operation. During the first 

time the patient map was created, intra-cardiac catheters were inserted in the heart and the 

electrocardiograms of 129 locations were obtained (2 locations were subsequently deleted by the 
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physician). For each of these locations, we had access to the 12 standard surface EKGs (I, II, III, AVR, 

AVL, AVF, V1 to V6), and 13 other EKGs. Among the 13 other EKGs, some EKGs didn’t contain useful 

information. For instance, some EKGs could have been reserved for the ablation catheter, but it wasn’t 

used at the time of recording, leading to either a noisy EKG with no apparent data, or an EKG with no 

data at all. When the patient map was created for the second time, the 25 same channels were recorded 

for each of the locations. Since the EKGs from the locations obtained during the first map of the patient 

were preserved, the second map of the patient now had 168 locations mapped, where 39 locations were 

new EKGs that weren’t included in the first map (2 locations of the first map locations were deleted by the 

physician). For the third time that the patient map was created, the same channels were also kept for 

each of the previous locations, and 13 new locations were created, for a total of 181 locations (2 locations 

of the first map locations were deleted by the physician). 

 

Some electrocardiograms are shown in the Figure 3.2.1. For each location, we had the position as a 

function of time of an intra-cardiac electrodes as well as the position as a function of time of a reference 

electrode. Since the absolute positions are measured, the position of the reference is used to determine 

the relative position of the patient as a function of time differences. For instance, disturbances during the 

operation could change the location of the patient with reference to the measurement, so the position of 

the reference electrode can indicate the relative position of the intra-cardiac electrode with respect to the 

patient. 
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(X, Y, Z) positions as a function of time 
 

Figure 3.2.1: Data from CartoXP system  
 
The traces of the (X, Y, Z) position of the patient are shown in the Figure 3.2.1. Note that the X position 

varies periodically as a function of time. For comparison, the periodicity of the X-position as a function of 

time has a period similar to the period of the EKG. Thus, this variation in position for the X-position is 

most likely due to the compressions and stimulations of the heart of the live patient. 
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When we extracted the Carto Data, we recovered also some bitmap files that corresponded to snapshots 

of the 3D images acquired during the operation. The 3D images were encapsulated with the data as BMP 

files. For this patient, we obtained three 3D images for this patient, one for each of the catheter mapping. 

The maps are shown below. 

 

 
First catheter map for the first patient. 

Extracted from CartoXP, 127 locations. 

 
Second catheter map for the first patient. 
Extracted from CartoXP, 166 locations. 

 
Third catheter map for the first patient. 
Extracted from CartoXP, 179 locations. 

 

 
Figure 3.2.2: 3D images from catheter mapping  
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We examined the intra-cardiac EKG of the patient in relation to the surface EKG to get a better 

understanding of the case. After discussion with the physician, we concluded that this patient might have 

had a rapid ectopic rhythm called atrial flutter. In typical cases of atrial flutter, we can observe several 

depolarization waves between each QRS. In this case, each QRS complex was accompanied by two 

depolarization waves of the cells at the observed location (see Figure 3.2.3). In this case, we can 

presuppose that there was a re-entry circuit that propagated the depolarization across the atrium such 

that it re-entered at a different location, creating the second depolarization in the atrium. However, as we 

can see from Lead I, the ventricle only had a single depolarization. 
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Abld catheter and Lead I during the operation. Note that there are two  

depolarization waves at this location in ABLD for each QRS complex in the lead I. 
 

Figure 3.2.3: Atrial flutter  
 

3.3. Analysis of timing information 
 
We were able to generate a three-dimensional map of the atrium with the data collected from the patient. 

Since the third mapping created with Carto during the operation contains all the information from the first 

and second mappings, we used the timing information from this map to re-create a three-dimensional 

map of the atrium of the patient, where the colors indicate the timing information. 
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The algorithm to recover the timing information calculated the time of all the local maxima of the ablation 

catheter (ABLD) at a given location. The surface EKG was used as a reference to mark the start of the 

timing period. This timing information was thus used to create a three-dimensional convex map of the 

heart given this timing information. 

 

 
Timing-based 3D-map of the patient. The regions A and B show the early and late propagation to 
the region. 

 
Figure 3.3.1: Timing based 3D map  

 
A snapshot of the three-dimensional map created is shown in the Figure 3.3.1. The 3D-map of the patient 

presented three regions of interest. Region A and B show a subdivision between the early and late reach 

of the focus. By examining the EKG in region A, we observe that the depolarization wave in ABLD arrives 

early for Region A as compared to Region B. In this mapping system, this timing difference is exploited to 

localize the ectopic focus.  
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ABLD and Lead I in Region A 

 
ABLD and Lead I in Region B 

 
Figure 3.3.2: Timing differences in Region A and Region B  

 
Transformation between the original pulse and the re-circulating pulse 
 
We investigated the relationship between a re-circulating pulse and the original depolarization pulse for 

this patient. Since the patient suffered from atrial flutter, we could presuppose that the re-circulating pulse 

would have a different pulse shape than the original pulse, since it traveled a longer distance. If this is the 

case, the relationship between an original pulse at a particular location and another original pulse at a 

different location will exhibit more similarity in shape than an original pulse at a given location in relation 

to a re-circulated pulse at the same location since the pulse would have traveled a larger distance for the 

latter case. 

 

The Figure 3.3.3 below indicates the original pulse and the re-circulating pulse with respect to the surface 

EKG. We then used these pulses to find the linear transformation to create the re-circulating pulse from 

the original pulse.  

 

 
Surface EKG Lead I and intra-cardiac EKG Lead ABLD. The 

original pulse and the re-circulating pulse are indicated. 
 

Figure 3.3.3: Snapshot of ABLD and Lead 1 in region of interest  
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Assuming that the two pulses have different shapes that are linearly correlated, we can use a 

differentiator filter to find the relationship between both pulses. The block diagram of such a scheme is 

shown below. Noise is inserted at the input. The original pulse serves as linear transform for the incoming 

noise and compared with the noise going through the recirculated pulse and the linear filter. The pulse 

shape differences between the recirculated pulse and the original pulse should be seen in the filter that 

establishes the relationship between the two pulses.  
 
 

 
Block diagram of the system that finds the linear transformation between the recirculating pulse 
and the original pulse. 

Figure 3.3.4: Block diagram of the linear transformation 
 
The LMS algorithm converges with an adaptation coefficient of 0.0005. For a 64 taps linear finite impulse 

response filter, we obtain the weights shown in the figure below for different configurations. The first two 

cases illustrate the transfer function when the pulse travels a long distance. This case is well illustrated by 

mapping the original pulse with a recirculating pulse. The second two cases illustrate the transfer function 

when the pulse travels a short distance. We map the transfer function when the pulse reaches a location 

close by in region A, and compare it with when the original pulse reaches region B. 
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Figure 3.3.5[a]: Long distance mapping 
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Figure 3.3.5[b]: Short distance mapping 

 
We didn’t observe significant differences in pulse shape between the propagation for a short or a long 

distance. The weights would have indicated a signature waveform if the pulse would have been distorted 

significantly due to the propagation distance. We don’t observe any dispersion in the pulse shape, or any 

linear transformation that is characteristic of the propagation of the pulse. 

 

Physiologically, it could be explained by the retriggering of the electrical activity in the cells that propagate 

the electrical signal. As the cell gets activated, it recreates the signal waveform such that any dispersion 

effect vanishes. On the other hand, we noticed a difference in the amplitude of the signal between the 

original pulse and the recirculating pulse. For all the locations, the original pulse always has higher 

amplitude that the recirculating pulse. 

 
Timing recovery with nonlinear threshold 
 
We designed an algorithm that recovers the delay information from an arbitrary pulse. This delay recovery 

can be used to recover the direction of propagation of the pulse. We assumed that the surface EKGs 

remained constant throughout the operation. Using the surface EKG as a reference, we can use three 

locations to compute the direction of propagation from its delay information. 

 

The algorithm is shown in the Figure 3.3.6. The surface EKG is used as a reference. The reference and 

the location under test are both nonlinearly converted by a threshold function, and are used together to 

compute the timing of the location. This process is repeated for three locations leading to three FIR filters 

H1(z), H2(z) and H3(z), as shown. 
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Threshold detection for timing recovery at location 1. The same bloc diagram is used for three 
locations. 
 

Figure 3.3.6: Threshold detection 
 
Since the pulse originates from region A, we try to trace down the location using the locations shown in 
the Figure 3.3.7. 
 

 
We recover the direction of the originating pulse with locations P1, P2 and P3 using the 

triangulation with nonlinear threshold 
Figure 3.3.7: Localization of the origin 

 
A superposition of the pulses P1, P2 and P3 is shown in the Figure 3.3.8. We note that when the 

references are superimposed, we can notice their similar waveform. The wave shapes are also similar for 

the intra-cardiac pulses, as shown in the diagram on the right. 
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Figure 3.3.8: Timing differences 
 
The filters are obtained by the threshold detection function. The sinc shape behavior of the pulse arises 

from the square shape filter of the nonlinear threshold function. We can calculate an equivalent delay by 

integrating the weights of the filters over their number 

∑
=

=
N

n
neq nWt

1

, 

which gives us an average time delay of the pulse. This time delay considers not only the peak detection 

as the average delay, but also considers the equivalent delay of the pulse past a pre-determined 

threshold. 
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Weights of the filters H1 to H3, as found by the LMS algorithm. 

Figure 3.3.9: Filter weights 
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The equivalent delay calculated using the nonlinear threshold filter and with the peak recovery is 

compared in the table below. 

# Delay (teq) from the nonlinear
threshold algorithm 

Delay from 
peak detection

P1 50 46 

P2 46.50 44 

P3 48.50 45 

   
Table 3.3.1: Delay comparison from to methods 

 
From this example, it is clear that the nonlinear threshold algorithm considers not only the peak position 

but also the width of the peak such that a distortion can be taken into account. It thus provides a more 

accurate measure of the delay needed to calculate the propagation direction. 

 

Using the triangulation method, we calculate the gradient towards a minimal delay using the three points. 

A projection of the direction found with the algorithm onto the x-y plane is shown in the figure below. For 

most of the data points that we tried, we weren’t able to find a calculated direction that matches the 

direction of the earliest focus. 
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Gradient calculated with the triangulation as compared with the actual direction. 

Figure 3.3.10: Calculated gradient vs. actual gradient 
 

3.4. Discussion of results 
 
For most cases, the actual direction didn’t match the direction of the focus as calculated by the algorithm. 

Although we still believe that it might be possible to design an algorithm using this fashion that would 
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provide the actual direction towards the focus, there are several barriers that prevented us from 

confirming that the algorithm would work. 

 

First, a more detailed study should consider the history of the patient. We are not certain that the data 

actually provided enough information for a physician to locate the focus. In this case, it is suspected that 

the patient’s heart was synchronized by the sinus node, as the atrial tachycardia presented the 

characteristics of recirculation in the conduction paths. 

 

Second, we believe that a more thorough study should record the data expressly for the purpose of this 

study, or at least keep track of the details surrounding the acquisition of the data. This way, it would be 

easier to know the condition of the patient at each of the times that data was recorded. 

 

Third, the physiology of the heart was not considered. Conduction paths represent an important 

morphologic part of the heart, and it might be possible to integrate the conduction paths as physiologic 

information to calculate the propagation direction. 

 
3.5. Conclusions 

 
We explored the techniques to recover the location of an ectopic focus using the CartoXP system. 

Although we weren’t able to find a meaningful propagation direction using linear and nonlinear 

techniques, we think that more cases should be studied, along with the medical history of the patient. This 

way it might be possible to mine the data differently as some data may not be suitable to be processed by 

the algorithm. 

 

4. Conclusions and future work 
We investigated techniques and algorithms based on adaptive digital filters to localize an ectopic focus in 

patients suffering from atrial tachycardia. We collected the data from patients previously treated with the 

Prucka and Carto systems. We designed several algorithms to be able to find the ectopic focus in a 

patient. While this study assumed that the data contained enough information for the localization of the 

focus, we were unable to use the medical history of the patient to supplement the data collected. This 

absence of medical history leaves much ambiguity on the nature of the data processed and thus doesn’t 

offer concluding results. We believe however that the techniques and developments resulting from this 

project could pave the way of more studies in this direction. Additionally, we recommend further studies 

going in this direction to take advantage of the decoded CartoXP format, and avoid working with the 

Prucka system since the Prucka doesn’t offer the location of the catheter and the CartoXP does. The pool 

of patients investigated should be restricted to patients for who the medical history is understood. 
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5. Appendix 1: Extracting information from the CartoXP system 

5.1. Introduction 
The CartoXP files include two important sets of information: the electrocardiogram and the position of the 

intra-cardiac catheter. However, this information was stored in an unknown format and it was impossible 

to obtain information about the file format directly from the vendor, so we proceeded in extracting the 

information. Although the means employed to decode the data were outside the scope of this class, this 

task was necessary to pursue our goal. The decoding was a tedious and time consuming task but it is the 

hope of the authors that it could be used for further research with the same instruments. This section 

includes various notes and details regarding the CartoXP files. They might not be entirely precise and 

there still remains some unknown information about the CartoXP format, but the important part was that 

the data was decoded. 

 

5.2. Extracting the DICOM files 
The CartoXP electrocardiogram recorder stores the information that was acquired in a procedure. The 

system backup is on regular writable CD in a proprietary format. The CDs were found to contain all the 

information necessary for the project. However, it was necessary to decode the information to use it, 

which was a tedious task given that the manufacturer didn’t want to disclose the encoding format. 

 

We first tried to decode a sample CD to see if we could recover the electrocardiograms as well as the 

position of the catheter. All this information can be visualized on the CartoXP machine, but it is not 

possible to export the data. We thus had to find a way of understanding where the data was stored in the 

CD. 

 
The sample CD we received had the following files: 

 

C0003_Study28050.2.dicm 

C0006_Study28050.3.dicm 

C0018_Study2664974.2.dicm 

DICOMDIR.dicm 

I0002_Default.dicm 

I0004_Default.dicm 

I0005_LA.dicm 

I0015_Default.dicm 

I0016_LA.dicm 

I0017_Heart.dicm 

Label.ini 

M0001_1-Map.dicm 

M0007_1-Map.dicm 
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M0008_1-A FIB.dicm 

M0009_LS 1-Map.dicm 

M0010_LI 1-Map.dicm 

M0011_T 1-Map.dicm 

M0012_RS 1-Map.dicm 

M0013_T 1-Map.dicm 

M0014_1-Map.dicm 

 

All files have extension “.dicm”. These files seem to belong to the DICOM format, a format that is widely 

used in medical imaging to insure compatibility of data acquired by equipment from different vendors. 

While the DICOM format specifies how to store, transmit and retrieve the data, it leaves a lot of freedom 

to the equipment manufacturer as to how the data will itself be formatted in the files. 

 

Since the files on a given CDROM contain the medical data of various patients, we first classified which of 

the files would be related to a given patient. In our case, the data of only two patients, Patient A and 

Patient B were found on the sample CD. The files were split for each patient:  

 
Patient A Patient B 

C0003_Study28050.2.dicm
C0006_Study28050.3.dicm
I0002_Default.dicm 
I0004_Default.dicm 
I0005_LA.dicm 
M0001_1-Map.dicm (BMP) 
M0009_LS 1-Map.dicm (*) 
M0013_T 1-Map.dicm (*) 

 

C0018_Study2664974.2.dicm 
I0015_Default.dicm 
I0016_LA.dicm 
I0017_Heart.dicm 
M0007_1-Map.dicm (BMP) 
M0008_1-A FIB.dicm 
M0009_LS 1-Map.dicm (*) 
M0010_LI 1-Map.dicm 
M0011_T 1-Map.dicm 
M0012_RS 1-Map.dicm 
M0013_T 1-Map.dicm (*) 
M0014_1-Map.dicm (BMP) 

 

 
Table 5.2.1: Patient data set 

 
The files marked with (BMP) contained a bit sequence representing a bitmap picture. The files marked 

with (*) couldn’t be asserted that they belonged to a specific patient. The additional file label.ini, 

DICOMDIR.dicm didn’t seem to belong to any of the two patients. 

 

Given the known header for the BMP file contained in M0001_1-Map.dicm, we extracted the other files 

from M0001_1-Map.dicm. The bit stream seems to be as follow: 
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Bytes Information 
128 0x00 – Stream of zeros 
4 ‘D’ ‘I’ ‘C’ ‘M’ 
 DICOM Header 
200 0x00 – Stream of zeros 
<variable> File 1: File header (276 bytes) is followed by the data of the file. The size of the file 

is included in the header. 
<variable> File 2: File header (276 bytes) is followed by the data of the file. The size of the file 

is included in the header. 
… … 
* DICOM Ending (*) 

Table 5.2.2[a]: M0001_1-Map.dicm 
  
Field Bytes Information 

4 Precursor to the field* 
4 Type of field (UL, UI, SH, OB, etc…) 

1 

<var> Value followed by 00 
4 Precursor to the field* 
4 Type of field (UL, UI, SH, OB, etc…) 

2 

<var> Value followed by 00 
4 Precursor to the field* 
4 Type of field (UL, UI, SH, OB, etc…) 

2 

<var> Value followed by 00 
… 4 Precursor to the field* 
 4 Type of field (UL, UI, SH, OB, etc…) 
 <var> Value followed by 00 
* * Some more stuff* 

Table 5.2.2[b]: DICOM header (688 bytes or variable*) 
 
File header (276 bytes) 
Bytes Information 
4 Fixed ’01 00 00 00’ 
<variable> File name, followed by ’00 00’ 
<variable> More file info* 
4 File size, backwards (ex: ‘E0 00 00 00’ = 224) 
4 File type (ex. ‘INI ‘, or ‘TXT ‘) 
4 Header ending code (‘4D 7D 3B 6C’ = “M};l”) 

Table 5.2.2[c]: File header (276 bytes) 
 
DICOM Ending 
Bytes Information 
12 Unknown 
<variable> Patient name, followed by ‘20 10 00 20’ (*) 
<variable> Patient number*, followed by ‘20 10 00 30’ (*) 
<variable> Another patient number*, followed by ’10 00 40 00’ (*) 
* DICOM number 
* DICOM number 
 Total of 384 bytes* 
* Some more bytes* 
 Total of 99384 bytes* 

Table 5.2.2[d]: DICOM Ending 
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After finding a set of multiple .mpt files in the file M0001_1-Map.dicm, we examined the mpt file, finding 
that it encloses the EKG waveforms that we were looking for, as well as the position information related to 
the catheter. 
 
The mpt file structure is as follow: 
 
Track Bytes Information 
 12 Header (bytes 8 and 9 are the number of tracks) 

8 Track Header ‘TT TT 00 00 00 00 80 3F’ 
TT TT is the track number 

5000 Track data: a series of bytes that describe the EKG electrogram. 
Format is short (2 bytes), little endian, e.g. ‘11 00’ = 17 

1 

4 Track Ending ‘B7 6D 7B 3A’ 
8 Track Header 
5000 Track data 

2 

4 Track Ending ‘B7 6D 7B 3A’ 
… … … 
 4 Position header (always same) ‘FB 00 00 00’ 
 8032 Catheter position track 

(32 bytes each, so 251*32 = 8032) 
 4 Position header (always same) ‘FB 00 00 00’ 
 8032 Reference position track 

(same size as the position and angle track) 
 4 End position stuff ‘00 00 00 00’ 
 4 Number of following 8 bytes 
 <Variable> Unknown information of 8 bytes 
 <Variable> Unknown information of 8 bytes 
… … … 

Table 5.2.2[e]: MPT file 
 
Bytes Information 
4 Time index. Seems like a counter. Encoded in a signed long format. 

Time indexes are incremented by 10 (0xA). 
4 Time index. Seems like a counter. Encoded in long format. 

Time indexes are also incremented by 10 (0xA). 
4 X position 
4 Y position 
4 Z position 
4 Angle alpha  
4 Angle beta 
4 Angle theta 

Table 5.2.2[f]: Position and Angle Track (32 bytes) 
 
All positions (X,Y,Z) and all angles (alpha, beta, theta) are encoded in a float, little endian format The float 
format is defined by the IEEE standard as having one bit of sign, 8 bits of exponent and 23 bits of 
mantissa, for a total of 4 bytes. For instance, if we read ‘33 F4 57 41’, we actually have 13.4971. 
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Figure 5.2.1: Structure of the DICOM file 
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Figure 5.2.2: Structure of the MPT file 
 

6. Appendix 2: Code snippets from the project 
6.1. Phase 1 - Mapping filter using LMS  

load file4.txt; 
len = length(file4); 
x = 1:1:len; 
i = file4(:,1); 
avf = file4(:,2); 
v1 = file4(:,3); 
v6 = file4(:,4); 
cs12 = file4(:,8); 
cs34 = file4(:,9); 
cs56 = file4(:,10); 
cs78 = file4(:,11); 
cs9a = file4(:,12); 
stim = file4(:,13); 
st = 15375; ed = 15674; 
t = [st:1:ed]; 
ti = file4(t,4); 
tavf  = file4(t,2); 
tcs12 =  file4(t,8); 
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tcs34 =  file4(t,9); 
tcs56 = file4(t,10); 
tcs78 =  file4(t,11); 
tcs9a =  file4(t,12); 
tl = 1:1:length(t); 
hav = (tavf  -mean(tavf))'; 
h12 = (tcs12 -mean(tcs12))'; 
h34 = (tcs34 - mean(tcs34))'; 
h56 = (tcs56 - mean(tcs56))'; 
h78 = (tcs78 -mean(tcs78))'; 
h9a = (tcs9a - mean(tcs9a))'; 
N = 2000; L=64; W_k = zeros(1,L); Weights = []; esq = [];out_k = zeros(1,N); 
x_k = randn(1,N); 
d0_k = filter(h56,1,x_k); 
d2_k = filter(h78,1,x_k); 
X_k = toeplitz([d0_k(1) zeros([1,L-1])], [d0_k(1) d0_k(2:N)]); 
mu = 0.0001; 
for k = 1:N 
out_k(k) = W_k*X_k(:,k); 
e_k = d2_k(k) - out_k(k); 
esq = [esq e_k]; 
W_k = W_k + 2*mu*e_k*X_k(:,k)'; 
Weights = [Weights W_k]; 
end; 
 
 

Figure 6.1.1: MATLAB program implementing the LMS algorithm  
 

6.2. DICOM reader for the CartoXP files 
 
#include <iostream> 
#include <math.h> 
 
 
using std::cout; 
using std::endl; 
using std::cin; 
using std::hex; 
 
typedef float myfloat; // try with double 
 
static const int words = sizeof(myfloat)/sizeof(unsigned long); 
 
union float_bits // alignment issues? 
{ 
 myfloat f; 
 unsigned long w[words]; 
}; 
 
unsigned long httoi(const char *value) 
{ 
  struct CHexMap 
  { 
    char chr; 
    int value; 
  }; 
  const int HexMapL = 16; 
  CHexMap HexMap[HexMapL] = 
  { 
    {'0', 0}, {'1', 1}, 
    {'2', 2}, {'3', 3}, 
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    {'4', 4}, {'5', 5}, 
    {'6', 6}, {'7', 7}, 
    {'8', 8}, {'9', 9}, 
    {'A', 10}, {'B', 11}, 
    {'C', 12}, {'D', 13}, 
    {'E', 14}, {'F', 15} 
  }; 
  char *mstr = new char[strlen(value)+1]; 
  strcpy(mstr, value); 
  for (int i=0;i<strlen(value);i++) mstr[i] = toupper(mstr[i]); 
  char *s = mstr; 
  unsigned long result = 0; 
  if (*s == '0' && *(s + 1) == 'X') s += 2; 
  bool firsttime = true; 
  while (*s != '\0') 
  { 
    bool found = false; 
    for (int i = 0; i < HexMapL; i++) 
    { 
      if (*s == HexMap[i].chr) 
      { 
        if (!firsttime) result <<= 4; 
        result |= HexMap[i].value; 
        found = true; 
        break; 
      } 
    } 
    if (!found) break; 
    s++; 
    firsttime = false; 
  } 
  delete [] mstr; 
  return result; 
} 
 
int main() 
{ 
 cout << "words (32bits) = " << words << endl; 
 
 cout << "Test PI: dec = 3.1415927410125732421875" << endl; 
 cout << "     PI: hex = 40490fdb" << endl; 
 
 char b[200]; 
 myfloat f; 
 f = 3.1415927410125732421875; 
 
 while (1) { 
  cin >> b; 
   
  if (b[0] == 'q') // quit 
   break; 
  else if (b[0] == '0' && toupper(b[1]) == 'X') { // Convert from 
float (in hex) to  
   float_bits fb; 
   //cout << httoi(b) << endl; 
   fb.w[0] = httoi(b); 
   cout << b << " = " << fb.f << endl; 
  } 
  else { // Convert from decimal to float (in hex) 
   f = atof(b); 
 
   float_bits fb; 
   for (int n=0;n<words;++n) fb.w[n] = 0; //not sure if we need 
this... 
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   fb.f = f; 
 
   cout << "hex " << f << " ="; 
   for (int n=0;n<words;++n) 
    cout << ' ' << hex << fb.w[n]; 
   cout << endl; 
  } 
 } 
} 
 

 

 

6.3. Phase 2 – Code Example of the data with CartoXP 
 
% Transformation between the original pulse in region A and the 
% recirculating pulse in region A. 
  
clear all; 
  
%%  read the data 
seq = 69; 
i = 84; 
eval(['load ../P' num2str(seq) '/P' num2str(seq) '_0' num2str(i) '.mpt']); 
eval(['X = P' num2str(seq) '_0' num2str(i)]); 
X = X / (max(X) - min(X)); 
X = X - median(X); 
  
  
  
%%  Prepare the filters 
% Middle points 
m1 = 821; 
m2 = 1113; 
  
% Actual filters 
P1 = X(m1-100:m1+100); 
P2 = X(m2-100:m2+100); 
  
% Noise input, desired response 
x = randn(1, 3000); 
x = conv(x,P2); 
d = conv(x,P1); 
  
% create causal relationship 
x = x(1:end-100); 
d = d(100:end); 
  
% LMS filter 
[W, out, err] = lms_filter(x, d, 64, 0.0005); 
  
plot(out) 
hold on; 
plot(d, 'r'); 
hold off; 
x1 = 2500; 
x2 = 2800; 
axis([x1 x2 min(out(x1:x2)) max(out(x1:x2))]); 
  
stem(W) 
xlabel('Weight') 
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function [W, out, err] = lms_filter(x, d, N, mu); 
  
if (nargin<3) 
    N = 8; 
end 
if (nargin<3) 
    mu = 0.05; 
end 
  
W = zeros(1,N); 
err = zeros(1, length(x)-N+1); 
for i = 1:length(x)-N+1 
    in = x(i:i+N-1); 
    out(i) = W * in'; 
    err(i) = d(i) - W * in'; 
    W = W + 2*mu*err(i)*in; 
end 
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